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Invasion of Mali… A French proxy war
A speech for sheikh commander Abu Musab Abdel Wadoud Amir of Al-Qaeda Organization in
the Islamic Maghreb

بسم اهلل الرمحن الرحيم
My Muslim brothers everywhere, As-salamu Alaykum wa Rahmatu l-lāhi wa Barakātuh.
This speech of mine comes in a time when France and the crusader West are beating the
drums of proxy war in the African Sahel region, in this time when it is supposed for an
international resolution to be issued to stop the horrific massacres and slaughter committed
by the criminal Syrian regime against the children, women and sons of the Muslim Syrian
people, in this critical time the Security Council issues resolution 2071 which gives green light
for the occupation of the Muslim land in Mali, that poor country which its people already
suffers from poverty, misery and deprivation due to the crusader West plunder of their
riches, so this oppressive resolution comes to add to the plunder a direct cruel occupation
that is added to the occupation of Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan and Somalia.
It is s new ring from the chain of Zio-crusader invasion to the Muslim land, that clearly show
the features of the global jungle law which is based on double standards and unjust policies
which the powerful implement on the weak and tyrants on the oppressed, since who
imagined or guessed that the conferences accelerate and mobilizing and meetings intensify in
this standard time by holding sessions of the United Nations and Security Council and the
European and African Union, not to topple the criminal butcher Bashar, and not to repel the
continuous Israeli criminality against our besieged people in Gaza, but rather invade Mali
under the pretext of preventing the Muslims there from implementing the Sharia of Islam,
and stop the imminent Islamic danger which is only 3000 km from Europe as they claim, and
our Lord Almighty is true when He says: (and they will not cease fighting with you until they
turn you back from your religion, if they can) 217 Surah Al-Baqara.
O’ oppressed Muslims, O’ Africans whom their riches are plundered by France, O’ freemen of
the world to are craving to establish justice between all people, we are today before an
important historical moment where once again lying is circulated to the world and the
methods of satanic deception is reproduced, for a moment we return back with our memory
to the days that preceded the invasion of Iraq to remind us of the biggest American lie
promoted by Bush and Colin Powell to mobilize for the war? Do you remember it? It is the lie
of the chemical weapons, and that Saddam has a close link to Al-Qaeda and Zarqawi.
Today here is crusader France repeating the same American reasons to justify its war, and it
does the same dirty and dubious role, when its foreign minister rushes here and there to
mobilize the world to invade Mali by fabricating lies that justify this oppressive war imposed
by France on all and on top of them the Africans and states of the Sahel, here is Hollande
lying and making Al-Qaeda Organization in the Islamic Maghreb the hallstand which he hangs
on it his internal political failures, and to also hide behind it the dangerous and catastrophic
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goals that will exceed the occupation of Mali and dividing and destroying it to make its
explosive fragments inevitably reach its neighbors from the states of the region.
TV news report:
“… it prepares for a wider attendance in an arena that recently witnessed the signs of conflict
not only with Al-Qaeda threat but also with great powers that want to serve its interests and
consecrate its influence there. France sent 100 expert in counter-terrorism, an operational
interference that needed the approval of the Niger government for the French forces to enter
its air space for the first time since 25 years in a stance that was explained by some a regional
and global conflict to spread influence on a region rich with natural resources in which the AlQaeda of Maghreb plays the role of the justification for all the direct inferences, it is a
scenario seems not far from reality in the view of the analysts who stood long before the
clear conflict which the Great Lakes region witnessed previously between the great powers
which the most important of the are Paris and Washington using various justifications to
establish their foot in another important regions of the black continent”.
Sheikh Abu Musab Abdel Wadoud continuous:
And we listen and watch the French media how it pursues a policy of intimidation and lying to
the world and to the Africans and to the French people and to deceive and delude them that
there are hundreds of French and Arab Jihadists are flocking to Mali to return after that to
Europe to strike it and to spread in Africa in invade it, it is the same hallstand which the
tyrants always beginning with Bush passing by Qaddafi and Bashar reaching to Hollande.
Out of the historical responsibility and to clarify the facts and keeping points on the letters I
wished in my speech to send many messages to several bodies:
First message:
I wish to expose the hidden goals and real reasons for this war which France wants to impose
forcibly by proxy on the peoples of the region: it is the guarantee of more plundering for the
riches of the Muslims and the Africans by the continuous outflow of the uranium and
petroleum without its real price to the factories of France mixed with the sweat of the
crushed miserable in Niger, and for the treasures of gold and diamond in Mali and its
surroundings remain plundered by them in the cheapest cost while the Malian people
remains in the mire of poverty and deprivation, and for the children of Europe to continue
regale the taste of chocolate mingled with the tears of the children of Mali enslaved in the
Ivorian cocoa plantations.
TV news report:
“Using child labor in the cocoa industry is a custom because children are from Mali, Burkina
Faso, Niger, Nigeria, Togo, Benin, you can but a child with 230 Euro, and most of the children
don’t get any wage. Sometimes the children manage to run away from the farms, we met two
boys from Mali who worked as slaves in a farm in Cote D'Ivoire:
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Journalist: Did you want to go to work in Cocoa farming?
Boy: no, the trader deceived us to go with him.
Another boy: If you work slow or refused to work they beat you.
First boy: There are many children, all of us tired to run away, the owners of the farm chased
us, we hid all the night, and on the next day a man found us and helped us to return to our
country”.
Sheikh Abu Musab Abdel Wadoud continuous:
In parallel to this there is the black crusade hatred deeply rooted in the conscience of France
and its depths which makes it offend the honor of our prophet peace and blessings be upon
him by publishing the cartoons that offend our prophet peace and blessings be upon him, and
banning the Muslim women in France from their personal right in wearing the Niqab, and
harass the Muslims on its land, which is the same hatred which pushes it today to mobilize
for a war to prevent the Muslims from living adherent to their Sharia and Islam in their
country where they represent almost 90%.
Simply it is an oppressive French proxy war motivated by the material greed mingled with the
crusade hatred on Islam and Muslims. France to achieve its goals is keen to interfere and
have military presence which will be continuous and sustainable in north Mali, not just that
but rather that is the first step if it succeeded – and it won’t succeed Allah willing – it will be a
Trojan horse which through it will complete the rest of the satanic scheme that depends on
alimentation of the conflicts in the region and encourage to divide what is already divided,
which threatens not only Mali but all the neighboring countries with calamities, wars and
partition, and we haven’t forgotten the partition of Sudan.
The second message:
I wish to reassure that Al-Qaeda organization was and won’t pose a threat to Mali or the
neighboring countries and the Africans as France is lying and claiming, since the mujahidin
have a clear goal which is defending their religion and the interests of their Ummah by
targeting the Zio-crusader alliance so that it stops its occupation of the Muslim land and
interference in its affairs, as for the neighboring countries and the Africans they are not our
targets except when defending ourselves, so the leaders of these countries shouldn’t be
dragged to war that isn’t their war, and they should learn from the mistakes of others, and
they should know that France wants its interests and not theirs, it wants that they and their
soldiers and peoples be the fuel for a holocaust that its sparks will reach their capitals while
the French people will be secure enjoying the riches of the Africans entrenched behind the far
away seas. That’s why I advise these leaders not to line up behind Hollande if they really
wanted to achieve the interests of their countries and peoples, and take lesson from the
proverb that says: “If your house is made of glass don't throw stones on others”, and it is
known that the Ivorian house is from glass, so is the Senegalese and Mauritanian and
Nigerian house, from our side we aren’t eager and have no desire to throw these house with
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stones unless their stones reach us then we will be forced to throw their fragile glass houses
with stones.
The third message:
To the Muslim people of Mali who are proud of their religion and ancient Islamic civilization I
say to them: The old new problem in your country is an internal problem between the
Muslims, and it could be solved internally by reconciliation between the Muslims themselves
without shedding one drop of blood, and all your wise, nobles and elders of your country are
convinced of that and they know that it could be done, so what do the strange Kuffar have to
do with your country? What do the crusader invaders have to do with the problems of the
Muslims? When were the powers of global arrogance and tyranny from the shedders of the
blood of the innocents and traders of the petroleum wars keen on the interest of the Muslims
if it was not for the greed in more petroleum that is mixed with the blood of the Muslims?
France is lying to you when it claims that it is keen for the unity of Mali when all the evidence
clearly indicate the opposite of that and confirm that it is the biggest keen on partition of the
country, weren’t they who supported the Azawad liberation movement in order to make it
control north of Mali and establish an independent state? But Alhamdulillah your brothers
the mujahidin and your sons in the north from Islamists were the ones who smashed their
satanic projects and spoiled their malicious schemes, and today France wants to repeat the
same attempt in a twisted way depending on military interference first then partition second
by keeping the north under its agents and proxies permanently, but that will never be.
So my Muslim brothers in Mali, the real guarantee for the unity and the unity of its people is
the Islamic project which will prevent the partition, stop the bloodshed, achieve justice,
return the rights and bring together all sects of your people, today there are golden and
precious opportunities to reach an understanding and agreement about this project between
the sons of the one Muslim people and brotherhood of the one religion away from the power
of global arrogance and away from the militray interference which the crusader France is
pushing to and which will only bring to you destruction, havoc and scourges, so do not miss
these precious opportunities and support it with every force and vigor.
And here I take the opportunity first to send thanks and gratitude to our people in south
Mali, who large numbers of their youth who are ardent for the their religion and land rose up
and joined the ranks of the mujahidin to defend Islam and participate repelling the invaders
who want to occupy their land.
Secondly I call the Muslim people of Mali to rise up with their Ulema, Da’ies, youth, elders,
noblemen and intellectuals and all tribes to protect the Islamic project by putting their hands
together with their brothers in Ansar Al-Din Movement, and to reach to an understanding
with them and be one hand and a coherent rank to save the country from partition and take
the opportunity from those who are lurking who aren’t concerned for the interest of the
country or the interest of the people, and their coherent rank will be Allah willing an
impervious barrier which will prevent the expected foreign crusader invasion and dispel its
coverts.
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I also call the Muslims everywhere to support their brothers in Mali and offer to them all
kinds of support and aid, since the Muslim is the brother of a Muslim and the believers are
like one body.
The fourth message:
It is a message I send to the African peoples, I wish to clarify to them that the battle between
of Al-Qaeda and the mujahidin with the arrogant West is not only to defend the interests of
the Muslims but rather it is to defend the oppressed and weak all over the world, which is
resisting the injustice dominant on all humans and especially the Africans who were enslaved
by the Western man and took them shackled in chains across the oceans to build his
civilization on the expense of their suffering and tragedy.
We want you to be liberated from the Western hegemony and break the shackles, because
from our goals is to liberate the slaves from worshiping the slaves to worshiping the Lord of
the slaves, and we also want that the justice prevail among all people since there is no
difference between a black or white except by pity, so the victory of the mujahidin against
the West which is plundering your riches and builds the welfare of their peoples on the
expense of the poverty and misery of your children in its essence is a victory for the peoples
of Africa and a big gain for it.
The fifth message:
I send it to the French people I say to them: that Hollande who has low popularity wants to
cover the failure of his internal policies through the policy of escape forward, and he by that
wants to implicate you more than your previous implication in Afghanistan, and Bush before
him did the same thing but he failed and lost, he wants to expose your security, interests and
life of your sons to a danger more than any time before, ask every economist: “Did the wars
that were fought by Western politicians against the Muslims in Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia
increase the welfare of Europe or it made it plunge in an unprecedented financial crisis that
threaten of its collapse?”
TV news report:
“Despite that the losses from the striking of the two World Trade Towers in New York alone
cost America around 100 billion Dollars officially but the economical bill of the war which
followed these bombings is bigger than this figure and most of the reports keep it between 4
and 6 trillion Dollars, a cost which is the biggest in the all the history of America, since the
war on terrorism cost Washington more than the first and second world war, the WWI cost
America around 250 billion Dollar, then the WWII around 4 trillion Dollar, while cost the war
of so called terrorism is more than Korean war and Vietnam war and second Gulf war which
was 90 billion dollar, under the banner of this war the United States of America entered two
wars in Afghanistan 2001, then in Iraq 2003, which cost one trillion and 300 billion Dollar,
according to official figures.
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Before almost two months the American Brown University published a report that estimated
the cost of the war on the so called terrorism of around 4 trillion Dollars, and revealed a huge
increase in the American expenditures on defense since from 2002 the country spent around
6 trillion and 500 billion dollars, also the report linked between the cost of this war and the
debt crisis which America is currently living in, since the debt increased from five trillion and
700 billion to more than 14 trillion now, and the experts see that the current global financial
crisis is an indirect results of this war, because fear is the worst enemy of economy since the
economy activity was affected by the money and people movement in several countries due
to the severe security regulations.
What we have mentioned from figures counts the bill what was only paid by America alone,
but the world paid the economic burden directly and indirectly of this global war, a war which
its smoke is still raising in several regions”.
Sheikh Abu Musab Abdel Wadoud continuous:
Ask the mothers of the French soldiers killed in Afghanistan: was the decision of participating
in that war by Sarkozy wise or that it consequences was a curse and loss to France?
TV news report:
“Her son was killed in Afghanistan in August 2010.
Mother: He is my only son… Now he is in a grave.
Once as I open my eyes in the morning I miss my son, losing him bothers me; I’m doomed to
live so to the end, but I feel angry, it is suppressed inside me, and it is ironic… I have a feeling
that my son was killed for nothing, as for me all those who lost their life including my son
were killed for nothing.
Another mother: That dialogue I conducted with my son during a telephone, I said to him as
usual how you are? Are you okay?
He said: no, I’m not okay..
So I said: what is there?, he said: no… nothing… it’s the army.
I said to him: what? What are they doing? What happened to you? He said: no… absolutely
nothing… but I’m not okay, in fact I don’t know why we are here!! The tasks that we are in
has no meaning it seems arbitrary, I don’t see for our tasks any reason or necessity!! The
public opinion prevailing among the soldiers that we are here… dying for nothing.
French man: Yes… I think they are dying for nothing”.
Sheikh Abu Musab Abdel Wadoud continuous:
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If your wise men have agreed that this was a wrong decision, then know that the decision of
Hollande to launch a war in the Sahel the coming days will show to you that it is worse than
the mistake of Sarkozy and its cost will be high and more expensive.
The maintaining of the interests of the France is only by abounding the reasons and policies
that made France targeted, and the interests of France could be preserved by the wise
politicians by easy methods that are much lesser in cost then the cost of the war of Hollande,
they just have to move in the right direction.
So take the initiative as your revolutionary forefathers did before and move before it is too
late to stop and topple that unsuccessful president who wants to cover up his failure by
plunging your more and more in a lost war it’s most important features that it will add more
legitimacy to our cause and give us bigger sympathy and make us more insistent and
determined to strike your interests, and these very vital interests are many which we until
now didn’t target it in the states of the Sahel.
And I cannot forget here to allocate the families of the kidnapped French with an important
confirmation:
Your president Hollande contradicts in the issue of your sons and makes a fool of you, on one
hand he declares to you that he is working to save them while on the ground by his insistence
on military interference and his secret military movements is digging their graves and he
wants to get rid of their burden, so I give you advise to move quickly publicly and in the
media to save your sons whom this president will sacrifice them for his personal and political
calculations, but if the kidnapped were from his relatives he would have dealt with the issue
in a totally different way.
As for the last message:
I send it to everyone who mobilizes and insists on this oppressive war and on top of them the
French president and some of the African leaders of the Sahel countries who line up behind
him, I say to them: “If you want peace and security in your land and the land of the Sahel and
its surroundings we welcome that, and if you want it a war then we will meet your desire and
the Great Sahara will be the grave of your soldiers and an annihilation for your money Allah
willing, since we are men of war who were raised in its and have a replete experience that
qualify us for victory in this kind of war. And I give you tidings that we are very patient since
we have fought a twenty years war with hunting guns and a few machine guns, but today
when Allah gave us a big arsenal of weapons, ammunition and ardent youth we can respond
to any assault and resist it for a century, and we from our side will be keen that it be a long
war that will drain you and deepen economical and political your crises, and we will be more
eager that its shrapnel reach all the fragile glass houses participating in the assault on us to
shatter them.
We will fight it a holy war for Islam and to defend its land seeking assistance of our Lord
confident of the victory from the Almighty to his believing slaves, and that who defeated
America and its lackeys in Afghanistan and Iraq is capable of defeating France and its agents
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in the Great Sahara that will plunge them in its scorching sand, if you want it a war then we
are for it and we will overcome with the power and might of Allah as He said in His Book:
(Those who were sure that they would meet their Lord said: How often has a small party
vanquished a numerous host by Allah's permission, and Allah is with the patient) 249 Surah
Al-Baqara.
.وآخر دعوانا أن الحمد هلل رب العالمين
Published by Al-Andalus Media
Al-Qaeda Organization in the Islamic Maghreb
Muharam 1434 A.H. – December 2012

Greetings from your brethren
At
(Furasn Al-Balagh Media)

Forget us not and the Mujahideen from your Du'a
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